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Build Better Relationships over Film on Filmbuffet.com, a Leading Online
Movie Community

Strong relationships are critical to happiness. Filmbuffet.com invites movie fans to connect with
friends, family and other film enthusiasts on their new social networking site that builds
relationships over film.

New York,New York (PRWEB) December 05, 2011 -- Research has shown that one of the keys to happiness is
having a strong bond with other people. Strong connections help people feel revitalized and continue to grow as
they discover new things about one another. Filmbuffet, an online movie community dedicated to bringing
movie fans together, helps film enthusiasts learn from each other, grow new relationships and get to know
friends and family members better.

From favorite holiday movies to the scariest horror movies, Filmbuffet brings movie fans together to connect
and share their viewpoints about the movies that made them laugh or cry. The films they love or hate and the
movies they can’t wait to see.

“Watchingmovies is something everyone does. Yet,we know little about the movies a friend or family member
has seen,” adds Juan Carlos Martinez, President of Filmbuffet. “Our site makes it possible to learn something
new about friends and family members, discover films shared in common and build even stronger bonds with
one another.”

“Unlike other social networking sites where the conversation can often be about random topics, some of little or
no interest to an individual member, Filmbuffet helps shape the conversation around film,” states Timothy
Stevens, Filmbuffet CEO. “We designed the site to be a place where any fan of film can engage in conversation
with other movie fans. As a welcoming movie community, we don’t require members to be experts in film, just
enjoy watching and discussing movies.”

Filmbuffet is a free, movie-focused social networking site. Movie lovers can join the network by logging-in
using their Facebook ID or creating a unique member ID. Once movie fans sign up, members can build their
own virtual movie catalog, rate or review movies, connect with other movie fans, start film discussionsor watch
movie trailers for movies they might like to see. Members can also set their personal account to be public for all
movie fans to see or private to share with just their own close network of friends.

About Filmbuffet
Headquartered in New Vernon,New Jersey, Filmbuffet brings movie lovers the first social networking and
movie cataloging site of its kind. With a blend of talent, ingenuity and business savvy, founders Timothy
Stevens and Juan Carlos Martinez brought their creativity and expertise together to bring a new experience to
movie fans everywhere. Filmbuffet serves as an online movie community where movie lovers connect to
review movies, discuss films and discover new movies to watch. To learn more, visit Filmbuffet.
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Contact Information
Timothy Stevens
Film BUffet LLC
http://www.filmbuffet.com
973-641-4893

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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